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Abstract—A study into the effect of a solar cell lattice on the performance of an Inverted-F antenna is presented. An FR-4 substrate with a lattice of copper electrodes printed on one side and a solid copper ground plane on the other is used to represent a polycrystalline solar cell. The effect of the lattice orientation on the performance of the Inverted-F antenna is discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In many wireless communication applications access to a power grid may not be feasible due to remote location. Hence the use of wireless communications powered from photovoltaic sources is attractive. The disadvantage of this concept is the greater demand for the surface area required to mount both conventional photovoltaic systems and antenna systems separately. It is therefore necessary to integrate these systems with minimal impact on performance. Many attempts have been made to couple antennas and solar cells, in some cases a solar cell is simply positioned above a radiating element [1]-[3]. Here, the solar cells were positioned to allow the antenna to radiate leaving unutilised surface space. Another attempt used the solar cell as the radiating element of an antenna [4]. This method uses an aperture coupled feed to excite the solar cell without interfering with its DC operation. Use of the solar cell as an RF ground for printed antennas is another common method of integration [5]-[6]. The drawback in most of these cases is the reduction in incident light reaching the solar cell as a result of the antennas position in front of the solar cell.

This paper proposes the integration of a printed Inverted-F Antenna (IFA) with a polycrystalline photovoltaic solar cell using the photovoltaic cell as the antenna ground plane. The IFA protrudes from the ground plane which means the surface area required to mount this antenna is greatly reduced. The antenna can then be optimised to reduce its height which reduces shadowing and in turn reduces the impact on the solar cell performance. However decreasing the height of the IFA will reduce its bandwidth [7]. There are however many solutions to this problem as these antenna types are commonly used in laptop design [8]-[10]. In some cases adjustment to the size of the ground plane and grounding stub are sufficient to achieve a higher bandwidth [8]. A better method is to consider the IFA as two separate resonating structures, an inverted L monopole and a slot created between the grounding stub and the ILA [10]. This allows optimisation of both of these resonators to give a combined bandwidth much greater than that achievable from the monopole alone. It is also possible to introduce a second resonance by adding a spiral into the resonating element of the IFA [11]. This paper will focus on aspects of solar cell integration rather than IFA optimisation.

II. IFA SOLAR ANTENNA

A 10 mm high IFA was first optimised on a solid copper ground plane and then transferred to a latticed structure representing a solar cell. The antenna is a printed type IFA created on FR-4 substrate to act as a supporting structure, as shown in Fig. 1.
The dimensions of the IFA are $L_a = 21$ mm, $H_a = 10$ mm, $T_a = 0.784$ mm and the grounding stub dimensions are $L_s = 4.019$ mm and $T_s = 1.5$ mm. Optimisation of the design was carried out using the time domain solver of CST Microwave Studio. The IFA is fed using a 50 Ohm coplanar waveguide (CPW) transmission line created on a 0.4 mm thick FR4 substrate with $\varepsilon_r = 4.3$. The transmission line extends 5 mm out from the lattice to prevent shorting between the front and rear contacts of the solar cell when the SMA is connected.

Solar cells are made up of three main elements, an anode front contact, a cathode rear contact and a semiconductor material between the contacts. In most cases the cathode is a solid sheet of conductive material and the anode is made up of a number of electrodes designed to maximise the level of insolation into the semiconductor material while maximising the generated power output of the solar cell. The semiconductor material usual consists of multiple doped regions of semiconductor material which have been positively or negatively doped. When combined the electrons in these layers adjust to a state equilibrium until photons from sunlight entering the material distort the equilibrium causing the electrons to flow through the external circuit to equalise the layers once more. In this way electricity is produced by the solar cell. In the event that a photon is not absorbed by the material it will be released in the form of heat, this rise in temperature changes the properties of the semiconductor material which usually reduces the efficiency of the solar cell.

A solar cell was simulated using a 0.4 mm thick substrate of FR4 with a lattice of copper electrodes printed on one side and a solid copper ground plane on the other. The lattice is made up of $57 \times 0.1$ mm wide copper electrodes. These electrodes are separated by a gap of 2.54 mm and connected at both ends by another 0.1 mm thick electrode. The electrodes are also connected by two 2 mm wide bus bars spread 74.18 mm apart. This substitution removes the effects caused by variation in the dielectric constant of the solar cell semiconductor due to varying light intensities between measurements thus ensuring any variation between measurements is a result of lattice orientation.

To analyse the contributing factors, simulations were carried out in which the IFA grounding stub was connected directly to the ground plane through the substrate and the antenna was fed directly through the substrate as shown in Fig. 1. In each case the antenna is connected to the cathode of the solar cell leaving the anode unconnected from the antenna circuit. This configuration would not be possible in reality as it would damage the brittle solar cell. These simulations show the effect of the lattice on the antenna only i.e. removes the effect of the transmission line. For reference, these are compared to the case where the lattice is removed, leaving an FR4 covered ground plane for the IFA.

The antenna results, given in TABLE I, show increased losses with the introduction of the lattice. The FR-4 covered ground plane without lattice was resonant at 2.416 GHz, had a bandwidth of 5.66% and a gain of 3.873 dBi. The perpendicular lattice orientation (Fig 5) was resonant at 2.385 GHz, had a bandwidth of 6.23% and a gain of 3.457 dBi. The parallel orientation (Fig 4) was resonant at 2.393 GHz, had a bandwidth of 6.74% and a gain of 3.388 dBi. Fig. 3 shows the impedance of the three antenna orientations, it can be seen that the addition of the lattice inductively loads the antenna. Ground plane currents for the parallel lattice orientation, which oppose the antenna current, had the largest magnitude which accounts for its reduced performance compared to the perpendicular orientation.

Simulations were also carried out to investigate the impact of the lattice on the transmission line. The results indicated increased transmission loss for the perpendicular orientation of around 1dB whereas the parallel orientation had loss of around 0.5dB. In the perpendicular orientation the transmission line is parallel to the electrodes of the lattice. These results suggest that both the antenna and the transmission line couple to the electrodes of the lattice when they are parallel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antenna Orientation</th>
<th>Frequency (GHz)</th>
<th>-10 dB Bandwidth (%)</th>
<th>Gain (dBi)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parallel to Lattice</td>
<td>2.393</td>
<td>6.74</td>
<td>3.388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perpendicular to Lattice</td>
<td>2.385</td>
<td>6.23</td>
<td>3.457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR-4 Covered Ground Plane</td>
<td>2.416</td>
<td>5.66</td>
<td>3.388</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Impedance at 2.425 GHz

TABLE I. SIMULATED RESULTS FOR ANTENNA ONLY TEST
III. LATTICE INTERACTION

Ideally for a monopole to radiate properly it needs a conductive ground plane. In the case of the solar cell integration, the ground plane is covered by the latticed top layer of electrodes. These thin conductive bars which make up the lattice are likely to affect the antenna performance and radiation properties. Three models were used to investigate the effect of changing the lattice orientation on the antenna and transmission line combined. The first two models are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, the final model has an FR-4 covered ground plane with no lattice. These models take into account the effect of the lattice orientation on both the antenna and the transmission line.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The measured and simulated results are given in TABLE II. Fig. 6 shows the $S_{11}$ results for the perpendicular orientation both measured and simulated. Fig. 7 shows the $S_{11}$ results for the FR-4 covered ground plane.

The measured bandwidth of the antenna on the FR-4 covered ground plane was 4.93%. This increased to 5.40% and 7.29%, for the perpendicular and parallel orientations, respectively.

The antenna on the FR-4 covered ground had a simulated realised gain of 3.1 dBi, in the perpendicular orientation, a realised gain of 1.9 dBi while in the parallel orientation the realised gain was 2.7 dBi. The reduction in simulated gain for both the parallel and perpendicular orientations compared to the FR-4 covered ground plane is an indicator of loss related to the presence of the lattice.

The frequency difference between the parallel and the perpendicular orientations indicate that the electrode lattice between the antenna and the ground plane has a small effect on the electrical length of the antenna. This is caused by the differing current flows on the lattice as it is excited by the antenna, in the parallel position current flow in the lattice is aligned with current flow in the antenna whereas in the perpendicular position current flow in the lattice is opposed to the current flow in the antenna. The result of this is an increase in the electrical length of the antenna in the perpendicular orientation and a downward shift in frequency.

The increase in the bandwidth of the measured antenna in both the parallel and perpendicular orientations compared to the FR-4 covered ground plane suggests that there are increased losses due to the interaction of the antenna with the solar lattice.

### TABLE II. Measured and Simulated Results for Different Antenna Orientations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antenna Orientation</th>
<th>-10dB Bandwidth (%)</th>
<th>Realised Gain (dBi)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Measured</td>
<td>Simulated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel to Lattice</td>
<td>7.29</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perpendicular to Lattice</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR-4 Covered Ground Plane</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Parallel Antenna Orientation

Figure 5. Perpendicular Antenna Orientation

Figure 6. Perpendicular S11 Results

Figure 7. FR-4 Covered Ground Plane S11 Results
V. CONCLUSION

Previous works have shown a reduction in antenna performance as a result of antenna orientation on a solar cell lattice using microstrip patch antennas. In this work an IFA antenna is used with an FR-4 solar cell substitute to assess its response to the orientation of the lattice of electrodes on the top contact of a solar cell. It has been shown that the lattice orientation affects both the transmission line and the antenna performance. Measured and simulated results show a small degradation in performance when the electrodes of the solar lattice are introduced, which would not preclude its use in wireless systems.
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Figure 8. Simulated Radiation Patterns for E-Plane (Left) and H-Plane (Right)